
77Michigan Bar Journal Directory Survey
Every April, the State Bar of Michigan publishes the Directory issue of the Michigan Bar Journal. We like to think of it as an indispensable 
resource for everyone connected with the legal profession in Michigan. But what do you think? Please take a few minutes to complete  
the survey questions below. Your answers will help us produce a directory that meets your needs and is truly indispensable.

 1. Do you currently receive the annual Directory issue of the Michigan Bar Journal?
   Yes
   No

 2. If you answered “no” to question 1, what is the main reason you opt not to receive the Directory?
   I can’t easily find what I’m looking for in the Directory
   I can find the information I need online or elsewhere
   The size is too cumbersome
   Other (please specify)

 3. Did you know you could opt out of receiving the Directory by indicating your preference on your annual dues statement?
   Yes
   No

 4. Do you order additional copies of the Directory?
   Yes
   No

 5. Which section of the Directory do you use most often?
   The front section (e.g., information about the State Bar, state and federal courts, and Michigan government)
   The back section (State Bar membership rosters)
   I use both sections equally

 6. Would you prefer the membership rosters to be printed in the front section of the Directory rather than in the back section?
   Yes
   No
   No preference

 7. To find contact information for another attorney, which method do you use most often?
   The State Bar of Michigan online member directory
   The print Directory
   Another method

 8. Do you refer to the Directory’s Fields of Practice section to locate an attorney with experience in a particular area of the law?
   Yes
   No

 9. Do you refer to the Directory’s Classifieds section to locate experts or professional services?
   Yes
   No

 10. Have you ever contacted any of the Directory’s advertisers?
   Yes
   No

 11. How frequently do you use the following sections of the Directory?
  State Bar award recipients  Often              Occasionally              Never
  State Bar staff listing  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Michigan Rules of Professional Conduct   Often              Occasionally              Never
  Michigan Code of Judicial Conduct   Often              Occasionally              Never
  Revised Judicature Act, Ch. 9   Often              Occasionally              Never
  Supreme Court Rules Concerning the SBM   Often              Occasionally              Never
  Bylaws of the SBM   Often              Occasionally              Never
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 11. (continued) How frequently do you use the following sections of the Directory?
  State Bar Board of Commissioners listing   Often              Occasionally              Never
  State Bar Representative Assembly listing   Often              Occasionally              Never
  Lawyer associations (local and specialty bars)  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Legal aid, legal services, defender offices  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Military legal assistance resources  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Lawyer referral services   Often              Occasionally              Never
  Community dispute resolution programs  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Michigan courts  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Federal courts and agencies  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Directory of tribal courts  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Michigan government  Often              Occasionally              Never
  City and village attorneys  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Township attorneys  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Litigator’s list  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Michigan law libraries  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Public libraries with law-related collections  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Foreign consular offices  Often              Occasionally              Never
  American Bar Association  Often              Occasionally              Never
  State bar associations  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Michigan law schools  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Institute of Continuing Legal Education  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Lawyer discipline summary  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Sections of the State Bar  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Geographical roster of members  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Alphabetical roster of members  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Fields of practice  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Court reporters directory  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Michigan lawyer distribution  Often              Occasionally              Never
  Classified advertising  Often              Occasionally              Never

 12. What, if any, pertinent information should be added to the Directory?

 13. In addition to the State Bar online member directory, which is updated daily, which of the following would you like to receive annually:
   A CD-only version of the entire Directory
   A print version of the front section of the Directory only, with membership rosters on a CD
   A print version of the front section of the Directory only
   A print version of the entire Directory

 14.  If we provided a print version of the front section of the Directory and you had access to the membership rosters online or by CD, 
would you still need a print version of the entire Directory?

   Yes
   No

 15. If you answered “yes” to question 14, would you be willing to pay a fee to receive a print version of the entire Directory?
   Yes
   No

 16. Would you be willing to pay a fee for your State Bar online member directory listing to optionally include:
  Fields of practice?   Yes              No
  Other (please specify)

Please return your completed survey by October 31, 2007. 
FAx TO: (517) 482-6248, Attn: Linda Novak  
or MAIL TO: State Bar of Michigan, Attn: Linda Novak, 306 Townsend St., Lansing, MI 48933-2012

Thank you for your time!




